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What’s happeNing...
CorrExpo, Louisville, KY • IFDA Show, Phoenix, AZ
Muller had two tradeshows in October, both of which were industry focused.
The CorrExpo targets the corrugated industry and attracts suppliers and
end-users from around North America. Over 150 exhibitors and 3,000 attendees
participated in the two-day event. On display were Xeros and Clear stretch hood
films as well as the Multi-FleXL video.
The IFDA show focuses on foodservice. Muller featured GaleWrap films and the
40” GW-4100. IFDA attracted over 5,000 attendees and 200 exhibitors for the
two-day event. Over 50 quality leads were collected; we look forward to forming
new relationships through these show efforts! Both shows are important steps
toward our more industry-focused, go-to-market strategy.
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MULLER
meet & greet
Ken Crawford
Where do you live?
Coral Springs, FL, is home.
What is your role with Muller?
I am a Technical Service Engineer.
How long have you been with Muller?
I have been with Muller for 20 years and in stretch wrapping
for over 38 years.
What do you enjoy most about Muller?
I like working on the machines and meeting all
of the different customer personalities.
I’m a little bit scared of...
I do not like snakes!
Tell us something interesting about you...
I have a pet monkey. I also enjoy going to the beach,
scuba diving, and hanging out with my family.
What is your dream travel destination?
I would like to visit every National Park.
Who is your nomination for next month’s edition?
Deborah Conklin

mullerlcs.com
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Lachenmeier—
Multi FleXL
The latest addition to the Lachenmeier equipment line-up is
the Multi FleXL stretch hooding system. Allowing customer
throughput rates up to 150 loads/hour, the Multi FleXL is one of
the most adaptive and versatile stretch hooding machines in the
marketplace. Typically using thicker film than used in stretch
wrapping, the no-seam hood concept, coupled with the Multi
FleXL, makes it a clear and effective load containment solution.

What is the purpose of the Multi FleXL?
The Multi FleXL is engineered to secure loads larger than
average load sizes. The machine is able to hood customer loads
as large as approximately 10’ x 5’ x 10’ (length, width, height).
The minimum is as low as 1.5’ x 1.5’ (length, width), allowing
for incredible versatility in terms of load dimension. Unique
pallet shapes commonly found in corrugated and insulation
manufacturing were drivers in the creation of the Multi FleXL.

Who does the Multi FleXL best serve?
Customers with unique load dimensions requiring the
five-sided protection offered by stretch hood benefit greatly
in using Multi FleXL. By nature, the stretch hood covers the
top and all four sides with only one layer of film. This type of
security and protection is a must have for a range of industries,
including corrugated manufacturing, gypsum board makers, and
insulation producers.

Why choose the Multi FleXL stretch hooder?
Aside from the strong containment and protection features
inherent in hood technology, the Multi FleXL brings with it the
extensive research and development expertise used in earlier
models, such as the Power Flex T1 and Multi FleX1. The Multi
FleXL has the same patented (EP 1 184 281) film unwinding
process for stretch application, eliminating the risk of weak film
on the corners of wrapped loads. In fact, this system makes
corner film areas about 30% thicker than competitive machines,
while saving up to 10% in film consumption.

To learn more, contact JR Stanley,
North American Sales Manager,
(509) 981-3566, jr.stanley@locknpop.com
or visit www.mullerlcs.com/videos.

Features & benefits include:
• Larger than market standard
range of load sizes accepted
• Patented film unwind feature
during stretch
• Same manufacturer that
produces the Xeros
“10-Sided Protection” film
• Handles throughput rates
of up to 150 loads per hour
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